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The shadowed hall of the Modern Art Museum in Mexico City is where pieces can be 

discovered, lighted so as to create a dramatic ambience effect. The circular design of the area 

is particularly suited for the work of Ricardo Pascale, based upon the circle and the wheel. 

 

The exhibit is formed by a series of totemic columns, another one of wheels and a series of 

platforms, which look like huge unfinished columns. All of them made of wood, some 

assembled with metal nails or some with inserted fabric scraps. At first sight, the work reminds 

us of Brancusi, as well as all artists in the Arte Povera movement. 

 

Pascale -who represented Uruguay, his country of origin, in the XLVIII Venice Biennial - 

conjugates in his work the identity dilemma that grieves contemporary artists, particularly in 

Latin America, where the relatively recent European immigration and the existing aboriginal 

culture enhance this crisis. And he does it with the material and the technique. Even if wood, 

being a totally conventional material, could be considered out of line in contemporary art, 

there are two liberating aspects, which prevent that from happening. First, these wooden 

pieces are from old factories and warehouses, and still carry paint traces or fire marks. In 

them, one can read an urban tale of man and work; in other words: progress. But in his turn, 

the sculptor uses only hard wood from American trees, such as curapay, ibirá pitá and lapacho, 

which at the same time refer to the nature of the region and its indigenous history. As far as 

technique, he utilizes fabric clippings of his own design, to put together a sort of puzzle where 

each piece has its part. To give those rags shape, he uses an electrical chainsaw, as a symbol of 

the imposition of man over nature. 

Even if Pascale’s work could be contemplated as geometrical due to the basic forms he uses, 

circles and cylinders, there is somehow in them an organic component that refers to earth and 

cosmos. His circular pieces are not perfect circles, neither are their interior circular holes, his 

columns are not totally straight nor in the same texture. When he introduces other elements, 

such as nails, he does not do it in an orderly way, but instead, randomly. There is an implicit 

movement in all his work that reminds us of nature, but at the same time, a perfect balance 

between the organic and the geometrical, between the coarse and the accurate. 


